
“It’s as if they still had to look for the road to arrive where they already are” 

-Maurice Blanchot- 

 

“A WIND MAN was a poet.  WIND FLOW meant distinguished, sophisticated, talented in literature, and 

dissolute.  WIND DELIGHT was merely humor, but WIND SORROW meant excellence in literature.” 

-Eliot Weinberger- 

 

1.  Once, in categories of non-sense, an event… 

2. What counts does not necessarily evince what becomes… 

3. This is (these are) the First Things. 

4. I am buried in design (das sein) 

 

That “there,” Being. 

 

We emerge in love, that is, if we survive it is due to attachments, to dependence: inter-, co-, in-. 

 

In other words: the First Thing is a lack of beginning, or awareness of begun. 

 

Night is like this.  “As day is unto night.” 

 

I change colors. 

 

If we speak of moods in relation to our characters, of situations, landscapes, contexts, we are setting 

out a stage.  Providing a surround, circumscribing potential openings, becomings, designs. 

 

Opening as synonym “to begin.” 

 

It has been written, “Things Merely Are.”  And they become.  Apparently. 

As if becoming made a sort of Everything.  Everyone.  By relation (i.e. ‘relatively’?) 

World as Will and Representation. 

I will argue that.  And negatively. 

 

We encounter Ulrich.  A man without qualities, filling with quality, depending on its understanding. 

Understanding as a synonym: “not-knowing.” 

‘Not-knowing’ as a synonym: Wisdom. 

Circumscribing Open. 

And that there – Being. 

Ouroboros – image-i-native manner of writing 

 
As if some systems spiral – self-organizing, self-perpetuate, self-reflexive – 



determined within a surround 

something like existent 

but not begun 

moreover, occurring. 

In a field, a plane, a sphere (descriptive and prescriptive? for the one (?) perceiving it) 

IMAGE-IN. 

 

“Imagination – dead!  Imagine.” 

Yet we cannot. 

If we’re able, it’s not dead. 

If we understand ‘death’ 

in wise not-knowing. 

 

Thus begun, we carry on, or fill our knapsacks.  We assemble.  What’s available to us (our dear 

affordances, what we perceive…image-in)  Thus to perpetuate, revise, until the ‘end’ that is no end 

but re-occurrence, different forms, as we understand it without knowing.  Thus-wise. 

 

In the Open. 

 

To open the Open, recommended 

(That-there: Being) 

Puctuated by punctuation. 

An attention, awareness. 

Without knowing. 

Understand? 

Being open 

with/in open 

that there being 

 

Taking (making?) care. 

“we base our lives on rough drafts written by others” 

-Viktor Shklovsky- 

Thus assembling (perceiving 

and concurring) with the open… 

 


